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Market Challenge
Credible information on thermal 
coal, coking coal and petcoke 
is hard to gather in a single 
format that helps buyers and 
sellers make decisions. Spot 
pricing assessments for these 
commodities are available 
but scattered among separate 
reports that are costly to 
gather and don’t place market 
intelligence into analytical 
context.

How We Help
The McCloskey Coal Report 
provides a fortnightly view of 
the global coal market that 
brings together news, prices 
and market intelligence into one 
comprehensive publication, 
adding reliable analysis and 
unique insight from coal market 
experts. 

McCloskey Coal Report
Access a single source of benchmark pricing and informed 
market analysis for international coal

The McCloskey Coal Report is a bi-weekly review of the metallurgical and 
steam coal industry worldwide, providing critical analysis of the seaborne 
trade unavailable from daily news sources.

Features
 — Comprehensive list of benchmark 
coal indices, freight rates and swaps

 — Critically researched reports 
on coal markets with individual 
commentary on specific spot  
and term deals

 — Detailed import/export statistics

 — Updates on global M&A

 — Analysis of electricity and  
carbon markets

 — Real-time alerts delivering 
market-moving news

 — Weekly (Friday) fax news digest 
with time-sensitive data
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Peabody seen as sole contender 
for Drummond’s Colombian assets
The list of potential buyers for Drummond’s Colombian coal
assets is being whittled away, with only one of the companies that
sent delegations to the operations likely to be left in the running.

IHS Markit understands that Glencore, United States (US)
producers Peabody Energy and Murray Energy; and Turkey’s Yildirim
all sent people to check out Drummond’s Colombian assets. 

Only one, Peabody, which announced plans on 21 September to
buy Drummond’s Shoal Creek metallurgical (met) mine in the US,
is believed to remain in the sale process.

Peabody is thought to have moved ahead with the Shoal Creek deal
while continuing broader discussions about the Colombian assets.

According to sources, Glencore didn’t make the cut because the
company’s offer was well below the expectations of Drummond’s
owners, while Yildirim is out of the game too, because the
company refused to pay a performance bond.

A bid by Yildirim may have faced headwinds from the wider
economic issues facing Turkey – its sliding currency and high
interest rates. This situation may have made it tough for Yildirim
to raise capital for an asset purchase.

Murray Energy, owner of Colombian Natural Resources, with
mines neighbouring Drummond and Glencore’s operations in
Cesar department, had received due diligence documents and
appointed Deutsche Bank to find a co-financier, according to
banking sources, but then pulled out of the process.

That leaves Peabody as the perceived favourite. It was one of the
first companies that started exploration works around Cerrejón
more than four decades ago.

When Cerrejón was privatized in 2000, Peabody was one of
the frontrunners for the assets, along with BHP Billiton,
Glencore and Anglo.

“Peabody’s been nosing around Drummond’s Colombian
operations for many years, so it makes sense”, said another source. 

It is understood that the initial asking price was about $8.0bn for
100% of the company, but now the price seems to be in the $5.0-5.5bn
range. However, other sources say that $4.0-4.5bn is the price range.

Peabody said Wednesday that it does not comment on rumours
regarding the potential purchase or sale of assets.

Itochu, which owns 20% of Drummond, ruled itself out of the
running at the start of the sale process.
Shoal Creek buzz
The $400m deal for Drummond’s Shoal Creek high-vol A coking
coal mine in the southern US state of Alabama, did set the market
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Coal

Market round-up

AsiA – Asian thermal markets have largely been drifting this
week, with participants left second guessing how Chinese
import policy will impact fourth quarter 2018 demand
potential. Prices were generally firming at the start of the
week, although sentiment has been weakening, with limited
activity from China, ahead of a one-week national holiday.
Newcastle paper values climbed although no physical
transactions were reported. Indonesian low-rank traded
$38.40-38.60/t FOB, basis 4,200 kc GAR, for October loading
geared vessels. High-ash Australian traded at $65.50/t FOB,
basis 5,500 kc NAR for an October loading Cape.

EUROPE – European thermal coal prices rose this week,
supported by increasing bullish sentiment in the broader
energy complex. A rise in oil prices to four-year highs, nuclear
plant outages, and stronger natural gas prices helped push the
coal market higher, with coal ahead of gas in the UK merit
order for the first time since March. Stockpiles in both
Northwest Europe and Richards Bay are high with European
utilities spoiled for choice ahead of winter.

IHS Coal key physical weekly marker prices ($/t)
Incoterm 52 weeks ago 4 weeks ago 28 Sep

Northwest Europe CIF
(6,000 kc NAR) 92.08 99.60 101.22
Richards Bay FOB
(6,000 kc NAR) 90.86 94.78 97.96
Newcastle FOB
(6,000 kc NAR) 94.25 113.62 111.92
Australian FOB
(5,500 kc NAR) 78.25 65.08 65.58
South China* CFR
(5,500 kc NAR) 88.62 75.72 77.25
Indonesian sub-bit FOB
(4,700 kc NAR) 67.69 54.43 53.23
Colombian FOB
(6,000 kc NAR) 85.00 89.00 91.50
Petcoke mid-sulphur FOB
(7,500 kc NAR) 80.00 96.00 91.00
Source: IHS Markit (except South China CFR* IHS/Xinhua Infolink) © 2018 IHS Markit


